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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Heartland Environmental Associates, Inc. (Heartland) conducted an asbestos building inspection of 

the Sample Street Business Complex facility located at 3702 West Sample Street in South Bend, 

Indiana. The assessment area consisted of a single two to three story office complex housing 

manufacturing and warehousing businesses. The assessment area totaled approximately 333,000 

square feet of space.  

 

Based upon the results of the asbestos building inspection, asbestos-containing materials (ACMs) 

were encountered.  These materials included: 1) thermal system insulation (TSI) in the form 

of pipe wrap and mudded joint insulation wrapping, which is a regulated ACM (RACM), and 

2) fire doors, which are classified as Category II, non-friable ACM.  
 

Heartland understands that this assessment was completed to evaluate the presence of ACM at the 

facility. Should the building be renovated or demolished, meeting the definition of renovation and 

demolition in accordance with the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutant 

(NESHAP) for the State of Indiana, written notification must be submitted to the Indiana 

Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) at least ten (10) working days prior to 

any future planned renovation/demolition activities as RACM (TSI) was identified. These 

requirements are as specified in Indiana Administrative Code (326 IAC 14-10). 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Heartland received written authorization from the Urban Enterprise Association of South Bend, 

Inc. (UEA) to conduct an asbestos building inspection of the Sample Street Business Complex 

facility located at 3702 West Sample Street in South Bend, Indiana. The purpose of the inspection 

was to identify ACMs. A site location map has been provided as Figure 1. 

 

The assessment area consisted of a single two to three story business complex housing 

manufacturing and warehouse spaces encompassing approximately 333,000 square feet of space. 

The building contained 142 individual tenant spaces, with 75 occupied during the time of the 

inspection, incorporating approximately 188,000 square feet of the facility. 

 

The facility building was constructed with steel and wood frame construction with a brick and 

concrete façade. The building was constructed on a concrete foundation, with two small 

basement areas, also constructed on a concrete foundation. The roof was constructed with both 

built up asphalt roof tar and asphaltic roofing shingles over top wooden decking. The building 

interior was segmented primarily with cinder block and brick walls, with areas of drywall over 

walls on the first and second floor office spaces. Concrete floors cover the building with areas of 

resilient vinyl flooring covering portions of the first and second levels. 

 

A site map depicting the assessment area is included as Figure 2. 

 

Reasonable efforts were made to identify suspect ACM within the facility inspected. Heartland 

acted on the understanding that the building was occupied; therefore the inspection was performed 

using “non-destructive” sampling methods. The manner of the inspection did not compromise the 

structural integrity of the buildings or endanger the safety of sampling personnel or other 

contractors/occupants. 
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2.0  METHODOLOGY 

On May 18, 2011, Mr. Nivas R. Vijay, Project Manager with Heartland completed the inspection of 

the facility. Mr. Vijay is an accredited asbestos building inspector in the State of Indiana (License# 

197004016). A Copy of Mr. Vijay’s Certificate of Asbestos Accreditation has been provided for 

review in Appendix A. As part of the inspection, Heartland performed the following activities: 

 

 Inspected the construction materials of the building; 

 Obtained bulk samples for laboratory analysis; 

 Reviewed historic asbestos building inspections conducted at the facility; 

 Correlated inspection results with those of the previous completed inspections; and 

 Completed a report documenting Heartland’s findings. 

 

Based on Heartland’s visual assessment of the facility, several types of building materials were 

considered non-suspect ACMs and therefore were not sampled. These materials include: concrete 

floors, brick and block, metal fixtures, wood and plywood materials, fiberglass insulation and 

ceramic tiles.  

 

Based on Heartland’s visual inspection, two types of building materials were assumed to be ACM: 

 TSI (thermal system pipe wrap insulation) and mudded insulation on pipe joints were present on 

vertical and horizontal pipes located throughout the first floor of the building. 

 Fire doors were located in entryways on the first floor of the building. 

Heartland identified 16 homogeneous areas of suspect ACMs within the building. The suspect 

materials were assessed based on condition of the material and friability (the ability to be crumbled 

or turned to dust by hand pressure). Heartland utilized disposable nitrile gloves while obtaining 

samples. The samples were then placed into pre-labeled sealable bags. Further definitions and 

information on sampling analysis and strategies are included in Appendix B. 

 

Following collection of the samples, Heartland transported the samples under Heartland chain of 

custody to ACM Engineering and Environmental Services, a National Voluntary Laboratory 

Accreditation Program (NVLAP) accredited laboratory, in South Bend, Indiana. The materials 

sampled were submitted for Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) analysis, with the laboratory 

estimating the percent asbestos by visual inspection. Materials defined as ACM are those that 

contain greater than 1% asbestos. Materials that are not friable and contain less than 1% asbestos are 

not considered to be ACM. In two sets of samples (FT-1(A-E) and FT-4(A-C)), PLM results 

indicated the samples each contained 3% asbestos. In order to more accurately determine if this 

material was an ACM, the material was point counted. Point count results determined the samples 

did not contain asbestos. 
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3.0  SAMPLE LOCATIONS AND FINDINGS 

3.1 Previous Report Review 

Heartland reviewed the Asbestos Containing Building Materials Survey Volume 1 and Volume 2 

completed by Asbestos Control Methods, Inc. of Indiana (ACM) of South Bend, Indiana dated 

August 28, 1991. From late July through August 1991, ACM personnel completed an asbestos 

building inspection for purposes of identifying suspect ACMs located throughout the facility. 

Based on the results of the asbestos building inspection, ACMs in the form of resilient vinyl floor 

tile and associated mastics, pipe wrap insulation, roofing materials, joint compound, duct insulation 

and fire doors were identified. 

ACM issued the UEA with a Removal Specifications report to provide asbestos abatement dated 

October 9, 1991. The removal specifications outlined measures to remove ACM pipe wrap and joint 

compound throughout the facility, with further removal of damaged or loose resilient flooring 

materials also conducted. Additionally, removal of all non-asbestos containing duct insulation was 

also to be conducted. The removal specifications segmented the facility building into four “Phases”, 

Phase A, Phase B, Phase C and Phase D, for which abatement work was to be segregated into and 

completed.  

The UEA subcontracted Clean Air Systems, Inc. to complete the asbestos removal project per the 

issued removal specifications. ACM provided air clearance sampling services for the asbestos 

abatement and issued the UEA a Certificate of Completion report for the project dated December 

19, 1991. The report noted the contracted abatement areas and adjacent staging areas were certified 

clean and fit for re-occupancy. Note all four phases of the project abatement were completed and air 

clearance samples were completed and certified by ACM. 

Heartland further reviewed the Asbestos Containing Building Materials and Lead Based Paint 

Survey- Area “C” of Sample Street Business Complex report completed by ACM dated November 

30, 1999. Based on this inspection ACMs in the form of pipe wrap and mudded joints were noted in 

Area C, and recommendations were provided for abatement. No abatement forms were reviewed 

during the site research regarding this area. 

3.2 Previous Report Review Conclusions 
 
Based on the review of previous asbestos building inspections and a review of removal 

documentation, it appeared that ACMs previously present at the site were evaluated and partially 

abated. It appears that abatement of documented ACMs was completed in phases. Based on the age 

of the building and the various stages of redevelopment and remodeling which has occurred, it is 

likely that a majority of ACMs were removed; however a thorough asbestos inspection should be 

completed, encompassing the entire building, to fully identify any remaining ACMs. This asbestos 

building inspection was designed to evaluate the entire facility and determine the presence of any 
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remaining ACMs. 

3.3 Description of Sample Locations 
 
Heartland personnel obtained 38 bulk samples from 16 homogeneous areas of suspect materials for 

laboratory analysis. These sampled materials consisted of one type of ceiling tile, one type of 

drywall material, one type of insulation material, six types of resilient vinyl flooring material with 

associated mastic, five types of asphalt roofing material, one type of pipe wrapping material, and 

one type of transite material. Site layout maps depicting sample locations are provided as Figure 2 

and Figure 3. 

 

3.2 Findings 
 

Both friable and Category I and II non-friable ACMs were identified during the site inspection. 

These materials consisted of TSI pipe wrap and mudded insulation on pipe joints, and fire doors. 

The TSI is considered friable and thus RACM. Fire doors are considered Category II non-friable 

materials and are not typically regulated unless they are subjected to sanding, grinding, abrading, or 

cutting during renovation or removal.  

 

The TSI was located on vertical and horizontal pipe runs in the northeastern portion of the first floor 

of the building. Some of the TSI pipe run was identified amidst sections of fiberglass pipe 

insulation. In several areas, piping had been replaced with newer fiberglass insulation. TSI pipe run 

was easily identifiable amidst this newer pipe insulation. Numerous pipe connections were also 

identified with mudded asbestos joints throughout these sections. 

 

At least four fire doors were observed serving as entrances into tenant spaces in the central and 

southern portion of the first floor of the building. It should be noted that additional fire doors may be 

present that were not readily identifiable during the site of the inspection due to active tenant usage.  

 

A copy of the laboratory’s Certificate of Analysis is provided in Appendix C. Table 1 below 

provides a summary of the materials sampled, as well as the presumed ACM. 
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Table 1 

Summary of  Sampled Building Materials 

Sample Street Business Complex 

3702 West Sample Street 

South Bend, Indiana 

May 18, 2011 

Material/Location Friable Category 
Asbestos 

Content 
Area (ft2)* Sample # 

Ceiling Tile – 2’ x 2’ off-white w/ squiggle 

design, second floor hallways and tenant 

spaces  

Yes - ND ~1,000 CT-1(A-C) 

Drywall, in office/tenant spaces throughout 

building 
Yes II ND ~3,500 DW-1(A-E) 

Insulation – white, associated with the boiler 

tank in the basement maintenance area 
Yes - ND ~100 INS-1 

Pipe Wrap Paper – Paper/Fiber covering over 

piping in boiler maintenance areas and 

“penthouse” cooling areas on roof 

No I ND ~500 PW-1(A-C) 

Transite Material – Northeast portion of roof 

on window panels (fibrous) 
No II ND ~420 Trans-1 

Resilient vinyl flooring and associated 

mastic, 9” x 9” black w/brown streaks, 

Second Floor offices 

No 

I / II 

(Mastic 

Only) 

<1% 

Asbestos** 
~2,400 FT-1(A-E) 

Resilient vinyl flooring and associated 

mastic, 12” x 12” white w/dark brown 

squiggles, Second Floor offices 
No 

I / II 

(Mastic 

Only) 
ND <1,000 FT-2(A-C) 

Resilient vinyl flooring and associated 

mastic, 12” x 12” grayish green w/white 

squiggles, Second Floor offices 
No 

I / II 

(Mastic 

Only) 
ND <1,000 FT-3(A-C) 

Resilient vinyl flooring and associated 

mastic, 9” x 9” white w/black streaks, 

Second Floor offices 
No 

I / II 

(Mastic 

Only) 

<1% 

Asbestos** 
<1,000 FT-4(A-C) 

Resilient vinyl flooring and associated 

mastic, 9” x 9” black w/white streaks, 

Second Floor offices 
No  

I / II 

(Mastic 

Only) 
ND <1,000 FT-5(A-C) 

Resilient vinyl flooring and associated 

mastic, 12” x 12” light blue w/white 

squiggles, First Floor offices 

No 

I / II 

(Mastic 

Only) 
ND <1,000 FT-6(A-C) 

Asphalt Roofing Material (tar over pea 

gravel) 
No I ND - Roof-1 
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Table 1 

Summary of  Sampled Building Materials 

Sample Street Business Complex 

3702 West Sample Street 

South Bend, Indiana 

May 18, 2011 

Material/Location Friable Category 
Asbestos 

Content 
Area (ft2)* Sample # 

Asphalt Roofing Material (tar over stone and 

gravel) 
No I ND - Roof-2 

Asphalt Roofing Material (shingles) No I ND - Roof-3 

Asphalt Roofing Material (rubber membrane 

and tar) 
No I ND - Roof-4 

Asphalt Roofing Material (silver and black 

tar and flashing) 
No I ND - Roof-5 

Fire Doors – At least 4 Fire Doors identified 

in central and southern tenant spaces 
No II PACM - Not Sampled 

Pipe insulation on vertical and horizontal 

ceiling pipe runs throughout northeastern 

portion of the first floor of the building  

Yes - PACM 
~147 Linear 

Feet*** 
Not Sampled 

Friable: Yes – hand friable, No – non-friable 

ND: No asbestos detected 
*Square footage estimates determined from site reconnaissance and site maps obtained during site reconnaissance 

**Note results obtained after further point counting of samples after PLM analysis 

*** Note mudded joint linear footage estimate included with total estimate of TSI 
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4.0  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Heartland conducted an asbestos building inspection of the Sample Street Business Complex facility 

located at 3702 West Sample Street in South Bend, Indiana. The assessment area consisted of a 

single two to three story office complex housing manufacturing and warehousing businesses. 

The assessment area totaled approximately 333,000 square feet of space.  

 

Based upon the results of the asbestos building inspection, ACMs were encountered.  These 

materials included: 1) TSI in the form of pipe wrap and mudded joint insulation wrapping, 

which is a RACM, and 2) fire doors, which are classified as Category II, non-friable ACM.  
 

Heartland understands that this assessment was completed to evaluate the presence of ACM at the 

facility. Should the building be renovated or demolished, meeting the definition of renovation and 

demolition in accordance with the NESHAP for the State of Indiana, written notification must be 

submitted to the IDEM at least ten (10) working days prior to any future planned 

renovation/demolition activities as RACM (TSI) was identified. These requirements are as 

specified in Indiana Administrative Code (326 IAC 14-10). 

 

If the intent is to remove ACMs prior to or during renovation/demolition activities, it should be 

done using asbestos abatement contractors licensed to work in the State of Indiana. If any identified 

non-friable ACM materials are to be left in place during renovation/demolition activities, they 

should not be disturbed or otherwise made friable. Heartland recommends that a licensed abatement 

contractor be utilized to remove the RACM identified prior to the renovation/demolition of the 

building. 
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5.0 DISCLAIMER AND SIGNATURE PAGE 

This environmental report was prepared in accordance with generally accepted principles and 

practices in the environmental consulting field. Conclusions and recommendations expressed 

herein were developed from site evaluation and limited research, and we are not responsible for 

unrecorded data pertaining to this site. Heartland makes no warranties, expressed or implied, as 

to the fitness or merchantability of said property for any particular purpose, and we are not 

responsible for independent conclusions or opinions made by others based on this report. 

 

Reasonable efforts were made to identify suspect ACM within the facility inspected. This inspection 

was performed using “non-destructive” sampling methods. The manner of the inspection did not 

compromise the structural integrity of the buildings or endanger the safety of sampling personnel or 

other contractors/occupants. 

 

Additionally, recommendations made as part of this report are for use by the UEA and should 

not be construed as a project design for the removal of ACM that may be removed as a 

consequence of this report. 

 

If you should have questions regarding this report, please contact Heartland at 574-289-1191.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Nivas R. Vijay, CHMM 

Project Manager 

Indiana Asbestos License # 197004016 
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APPENDIX A 
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Standard Operating Procedures 
Asbestos Building Inspection and Sampling Protocol 

 
1.0 PURPOSE 

Asbestos inspections are completed to determine the presence of ACM in accordance with the 
National Emission Standard of a Hazardous Air Pollutant (NESHAP) for Asbestos, 40 CFR 61 
Subpart M, and 326 IAC 14-10, Emission Standards for Asbestos; Demolition and Renovation 
Operations. Samples, if necessary, are collected in general conformance with the procedures 
outlined in the Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act of 1986 (AHERA). In accordance 
with the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) 40 CFR 763.83 Subpart E 
definitions, the three types of ACM are: thermal system insulation, surfacing materials, and 
miscellaneous materials.   

2.0 SAMPLING STRATEGIES 

The sampling strategy for any suspect material is dependent upon the application, area covered 
and apparent uniformity and homogeneity of the application. Each suspect material is placed into 
a grouping referred to as a homogeneous area. The homogeneous area is all material of the same 
type, color, texture, and estimated age of installation. Suspect materials are classified based on 
three (3) basic categories, thermal system insulation (TSI), surfacing material (S), and 
miscellaneous material (Misc). 
 
TSI is material used to prevent heat loss or gain, or prevent condensation and includes pipe 
insulation, valve and fitting insulation, boiler insulation, breeching insulation, and tank 
insulation. Surfacing materials are sprayed on, troweled on, or otherwise applied to a surface 
such as acoustical plaster on ceilings or fireproofing on structural members or decking, or on 
surfaces for fireproofing purposes.  
 
Miscellaneous or other materials are those that are not classified into the categories of TSI or 
surfacing, such as ceiling tile, floor tile, roofing felt, cove base and mastic.  Upon defining 
homogeneous areas, each area is sub-divided into sectors. Sectors are randomly chosen from 
which a sample of the material is collected (per the U.S. EPA's "Asbestos in Buildings: 
Simplified Sampling Scheme for Friable Surfacing Materials", dated October 1985). The number 
of samples collected depends upon the type of material (TSI, S, Misc) and amount according to 
the following chart based on OSHA regulations (29 CFR 1926.1001).   
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Type of Material 

 
Amount 

 
Number of Samples 

<1,000 SF Minimum of 3 
1,000 � 5,000 SF Minimum of 5 

Surfacing 
 

> 5,000 SF Minimum of 7 

<6 LF/SF 1 TSI 
 >6 LF/SF Minimum of 3 

Misc/Other Any 
Sufficient to Determine 

ACM/Not-ACM  (generally 
3/5/7 as above for surfacing) 

Note: LF = Linear Feet SF = Square Feet  

 
At any time, a building inspector can elect to assume the material is asbestos containing and 
thereby forego sampling requirements for that homogeneous area. 
 
Collection of samples is accomplished by carefully extracting a portion of the material (1 � 10 
cm3) to include all layers present in the material. The samples are then numbered and labeled 
with a unique number and delivered to the laboratory for analysis by Polarized Light 
Microscopy. 

3.0 DETERMINATION OF NON-ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIALS 

Sampling and analysis of suspect asbestos materials is performed in an attempt to eliminate 
materials as ACM. Suspect materials are primarily determined by knowledge of the uses of 
asbestos: heat insulation, fire retardant, electric systems insulator, chemical resistant material, 
and many building materials that required durability.  Elimination of a material as ACM for the 
purposes of maintenance, renovation, or demolition work may only be performed by an 
accredited asbestos building inspector through a building inspection and assessment procedure. 
Elimination of a material may occur if (1) the material is visibly non-ACM (only really applies to 
fiberglass and rubberized materials); (2) documentation illustrates that the materials used are 
non-ACM; or (3) sampling and analysis are performed.  According to OSHA's Construction 
Standards, negative analytical results for a minimum of three (3) samples are required to 
conclusively determine a material to be non-ACM. All three (3) of these samples must be 
determined to be visually the same material from the same homogeneous area (same color, 
texture, and estimated date of installation). A "same" material is primarily identified as a material 
whose appearance and application are the same. Materials cannot be judged as being in the same 
homogeneous area, even if these materials appear the same and are applied the same unless the 
time on installation is also the same.  The materials must have been installed or constructed at the 
same time, or purchased as the same material at the same time, but installed at different times.  If 
date of construction or installation is in doubt more than one (1) homogeneous area must be 
determined.    
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APPENDIX C 

Laboratory Certificates of Analysis 

 
























